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The Bottle Form 

 

[Situation Disclaimer and Trauma Statusi: I’m sorry I was held situationally hostage for nearly two years 

for especially my deceased brother’s identity; anyhow, perhaps no wonder [p.o I have?], I have maybe 

not posted this yet; from my old set of work notes; now aged through street homelessness. AKA: I’m just 

not considered as important as the local non-reforming criminals and never recovering drug addicts to 

have a locker of storage; I don’t know so that my work materials might get some solace from being 

dragged around by my exhausted body; but welfare professionals are sure that everybody is more 

talented, harder working, and just plain have experienced more suffering than me-I am … so I guess 

these are now the necessities of having earned storage.  

A sarcastic and for them just consequence wishing-x mas hope : Thanks SJPD and local police 

departments! For taking my college degree and resume and tossing it onto the street with local drug 

addicts non-reforming and unholy hookers; I always wondered, what else you could unjustly cause me … 

after years of growing up in the hood beaten with weapons; but the woman who kidnapped me and I 

think is male, her boyfriend needed more money, and his daughters who is/are actually a son/sons 

needed to pretend that they were better than us; when they collected checks from our original trust 

funds … oh, they’re just not very talented, so give us their money; uh, the trend continues uh, uh, uh this 

is an extended domestic violence charge on my behalf against all participators even those in “uniform”; 

once you are that seriously abused all the wrong people can only see what isn’t there about you: a lack 

of talent; I seriously doubt that ] 
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Title 6916: Thanks-Yous Series for The FVP, continued … 

By goura fotadar date typed up and finally: 121817 

-311- San Jose: Thanks for their empathy & cited the 6916? [or something] V blog posting for their 

information: consider a print-out for art education/art charity  

Referrals (on general radio)  

Date: 61016 –Allthewayhome for Veterans (talk to them about housing in general and identity 

impersonation though not a non-civilian myself) 

Brainstorming Notes for The FVP: ON Chauvinism: Blue Label cite: Alcohol Bottle  

How I came to this thought, thematic  

The/mat/ic? On the former yoga mat … perhaps sum-a-bit-e; there.  

From notes in the envelope with appearance of a blue label: as I purveyed it to look: [photographed] 

[but perhaps now gone as my computer was taken during the court martial seize of me; as apparently 

the local police department-s and my hostage-holders were convinced that I was lying about being an 

actual civilian; gee, do you think there are actually productive civilians or is everything just about: non-

civilians?] 

-Helping “People” / “Others” Versus for example: Creating Art 


